
The Swiss origins of 5 million Quebeckers confirmed by DNAy 
 
"For the word, as we know it, is a living being. " 
Victor Hugo, The Contemplations 
 
The Historical Dictionary of Switzerland gives an article to the pioneer Pierre Miville of 
Quebec. This entry underscores the demographic impact of the pioneer in North 
America, and its author notes with candor that "descendants of the M [iville] -Deschênes 
family, numbering 1331 at the end of 1729, still live today in Canada." The euphemism in 
this conclusion emerges singularly once the curve unveiled: the Miville descendants 
reach 6552 descendants before 1800, and more than ... five million individuals today, in 
Quebec alone. 
 
The Research Program in Historical Demography (UdeM) presents Pierre Miville as the 
7th most prolific pioneer. A founding effect has converted Miville's fertility into an 
exponential demographic phenomenon. By virtue of this dynamic, a majority of the eight 
million Quebeckers of today count Pierre Miville in their genealogy. This fact necessarily 
strikes the imagination. 
 
Plausible origin 

 
No document had yet proved the origin of the Quebec pioneer Pierre Miville, known as 
"Switzerland". Only mere documentary evidence in France and Canada allowed us to 
assume its roots. Pierre Miville landed in New France in 1649, after several years spent 
in Brouage and La Rochelle. The former "souice" of Cardinal de Richelieu discovers with 
his family a fragile colony inhabited by less than two thousand pioneers. 
 
The climate of the St. Lawrence Valley is difficult. The Miville family nevertheless 
succeeded in grafting to the colony, unlike the two thirds who only stay there. Miville 
projects among other things a " the Canton of the Fribourg Swiss" with compatriots who 
long fire as inhabitants. The Miville family, with its two boys and four daughters, 
however, did not reverse its decision and gradually melted into a population that 
prospered and reached 80,000 people in 1760, when New France fell. 
 
Boys or girls 
 
The six children of Pierre Miville would have been only boys that their surname would 
possibly become the most common in Quebec. The nickname DESCHÊNES was also 
combined with the name MIVILLE from the second generation by the second son of the 
pioneer. The hereditary nickname in French Canada is called "name-dit" and is 
historically confused with the civil name. The name MIVILLE itself has varied in form. An 
evolution M(A)INVILLE coexist in Quebec and is attested as early as 1643 at La 
Rochelle. 
 
The variations of the name accentuate the interest of discovering the DNA signature 
associated with it by the chromosome Y (DNAy), an underlying and constant signature 
throughout the centuries. The name MIVILLE is already accepted by linguistics as a 
variation of the related Fribourg forms MIÉVILLE, MYEVILLE and MIVELAZ. It's an 
invitation for genomics. The intergenerational DNAy, constant in its transmission, lends 
itself perfectly to the test of genealogical hypotheses beyond the nominative variation. 
 



Establish an ancestral DNAy signature 
 
The sons François and Jacques of the pioneer Pierre Miville are respectively baptized in 
Brouage and Hiers, in Saintonge. François was born in 1634 and Jacques in 1639. They 
were only ten and fifteen years old when they crossed the Atlantic and set foot in 
America. François and Jacques rooted themselves and founded homes for their tower. 
This first generation in America perpetuates the DNAy of Pierre Miville by the initiation of 
uninterrupted male lines. 
 
Pierre Miville's Y chromosome has been propagated by patrilineal descent and each 
male generation has inherited a new copy of this DNAy. The establishment of an 
ancestral genetic signature like that of Pierre Miville requires the participation of at least 
one descendant for each of the sons. The agnatic lines are distinct, complementary and 
convergent. Documentation is the first condition to be satisfied in the logical examination 
that genealogy calls "triangulation". 
 
From DNAy signature to Switzerland 

 
The DNA study of the pioneer Miville allowed the perfect experiment. A DNAy signature 
was made thanks to the male lines of the pioneer. Nevertheless, the aim was always to 
look for origins upstream, in Switzerland itself. It was possible to interest an American 
named Mivelaz in this research. This collaborator descends by patrilineage of a Fribourg 
emigrant landed in the United States in 1854 and wished to test the link postulated 
between his name and that of MIVILLE. Mr. Mivelaz's saliva was submitted for analysis. 
 
The results of the comparison MIVELAZ and MIVILLE are conclusive. These results, 
generated on 111 markers, indicate concordances and a negligible genetic distance 
between all progeny tested. It is now possible to say that these descendants constitute a 
single genetic strain and that Pierre Miville is indeed of Swiss origin. Some saliva 
samples have accomplished what decades of archival research had failed 
 
Microscope of History 

 
Genealogy is a microscope of history that, combined with genomics, allows to 
telescoping the generations. The historical identity of a DNAy signature can be inferred 
by the patrilineage, regardless of the degree upstream. The genealogy is precise and 
the genetics powerful: their fruitful twinning leads the historian of the families to the very 
sources of the names. 
 
The French malaise in the face of genomics reinforces an inertia in Francophonie, which 
Genealogical Quebec nevertheless succeeds in freeing itself, because of its geography. 
It is helped by its important diaspora "Franco" North American, which draws him 
irresistibly on the field of DNA. This continental reality establishes Quebec today as an 
incontestable leader in the exercise in French of experimental genealogy. 
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